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A speech by Mr . Z .G . Diefenbaker, Prime
Minister of Canada, at a State Banquet at
Kuala Lumpur, Malaya, on November 28, 1958 .

No one in my position could be but deeply appreciative
of-the kind sentiments expressed by your Prime Minister in that
very moving and eloquent address . As you came near the end of
your remarks, you mentioned that- :~n wy country the snow would

be falling. I think you are right, and I can~tell you this,
having regard to the hospitality extended to my wife and myself,
the friendliness of the reception that has been accorded us,
the outstanding nature of the democracy which'you maintain here
in Southeast Asia, we in Canada will be with you until the snow
falls and the frost comes in Malaya . . . .

The welcome that has been extended to us here is of
such a nature that it will always be among our most treasured
memories and my hope is, Mr . Prime Minister, that you will not
long delay a visit to Canada . Whether you come when the snow is
falling or when the temperature is even higher than it is here in
Malaya at the present time, the welcome that you will receive will
be a warm one from the people of Canada who have a high admiration
for you and your achievements .

I was very much interested in your recital of the
resources of our country. As a matter of fact from now on I
think I will take you with me, because you have a better knowledge
of them, displayed with such readiness of speech, than I have
myself . But as I listened to you enunciating the principle s
upon which this Federation is built - a common dedication o f
the principle of freedom, a realization that under parliamentary
government, democracy has its highest fruit in those freedom s
to which you referred, and in the maintenance of the rule of law -
those are the things in which, distant though we may be in time
and in miles, we have that abiding oneness that is representative
of the nations which make up this Commonwealth .

I have travelled in the last few weeks, visiting the
various parts of the Commonwealth and in particular I have
emphasized the importance and the significance of the Commonwealth



countries in Asia and of their contribution . I am among those
who believe, and I repeat what I have said on earlier occasions g
that here in Asia the ComMonwealth has a vital appointment with
destiny and I believe that to the degree to which we discharge
our responsibilities here, the Commonwealth may expand and
develop as never before # and our two countries have much in
kind .

You mentioned the fact that we are composed of
various races . It 1s only 115 years ago that a great British
leader, Lord John Russell, stated that it would be impossible
to maintain the British family of nations if at any time self-
government were granted . Another great leader in the economic
and political science field, John Stuart Mills said it would
be impossible to build a system of parliamentary government in
any country unless that country was homogeneous and had only
one languagee Canada is the first of the confederations,
Malaya the latestf but not the last in this family of nations .
We have in common two particular facts : one is that each has
its multiplicity, if I may use that expressions of racest
different in religion ; each has been able to bring togethe r
in a unity of common dedication, races, varying races, which
in other parts of the world have not been able to achieve in
the past that measure of peace which is ouxwish . In addition
to this, we practise the same democracy .. You .speak the language
that I understand . Only today you spoke that language of
parliamentary democracy as I met with you . If there is one
thing above all others in which we in Canada pay our tribute
to you and your administration, and to the people of Malaya ,
it is in the fact that you have realized the danger of an author'i-
tarianism that challenges in all parts of the world and are
maintaining the parliamentary system, freedom and a~l those
things that flow from freedom and are here in Southeast Asia
acting, as it were, as-an experiment for other nations to se e
what can be achieved under our system of government and democracy .
When you mentioned the Commonwealth as you didq I could but say
that we talk again the same language .

Trade Relations. ._._....,._ . . ,

Only a few months ago in the city of Montreal, there
was convened a Commonwealth Trade and Economic Conference . Two
of your representatives, Sir Henry Lse and Mr . Tan Siew Sin,
were present, and they have given you some conception of the
things that took place there . I was among those at the Prime
Ministers ' Conference in July'1957 who brought before that
Conference the need for something to be done to bring abou t
the achievement of expansion in two directions withifi the
Commonwealth - one in the field of trade and the other in the
field of economic assistance and development .

As far as trade is concerned, changes have taken plac e
as 4k result of that Conference . The United Kingdom has demobilized
in considerable measure those things that made trade between us



difficult, If not impossible . Australia has done so, and if
z may be allowed to say to you, Sir, we in Canada will deeply
appreciate the announcement that you made this evening, that
you too in this nation intend to take stepe in that direction .
jn other words, let's expand trade, not exelusively within the
Commonwealth, but let us expand Within the Commonwealth . Let
us realize this fact - that not only have we common traditions,
not only have we a common dedication to the fundamental freedoms•
but in addition there- must be sotnething more to bind us together .
That something more is trade . At least It is one of the elements
to which I intend to make reference .

The trade between Canada and your country make s
it possible for us to purchase from you some $27 million vorth
of goods a year . You in turn purchase from us some $3 million
worth. In so far as rubber is concerned, almost 80 per cent or
even more than 80 per cent of the rubber that we purchase comes
from your country. In addition to that, in so far as tin is
ooncernedo' . the maxi,r_im amount of the tin which we purchase is
purchased from Malaya and in order to assure the expansion of
trade in that ciirection we have undertaken that we shall not
purchase tin elsewhere than from the nations that joined together
under the commodity agreement . That 1s the first step .

Colombo Plan

The second step is a step Whereby each of us regards
the other as his brother's keeper . One of the most important
steps that has been taken among the nations who are dedicate d
to freedom has been the building up of that system that gradually
expands year by year, and I refer to the Colombo Pl.an, whereb y
those of us who have been blessed in certain directions eoonomioally
find ourselves in a position where we may be of some benefit t o
other portions of the Commonwealth and also beyond the Commonwealth .
Some years ago I was in New Zealand and Australia at a Parliamentary
Conference attended by Dato Nik, as we call him, one of the
delegates from Malaya . After that Conference, and having met
With the representatives from Asia in particular, I returned to
Canada and there advocated a large increase in the amount of
Colombo Plan aid. I was in opposition then. Well I heard
about that very frequently ; every time I spoke of economies
that should be indulged in, it was pointed out to me that when
I came back I wanted to spend millions . Well, we came into
power and the very first thing that we did, or one of the
earliest things, was to give attention to the need of expanding
and extending the amount of Colombo Plan expenditures on the
part of our country . In the past few years, the amount expended
has been some $30 mi-lion a year . We raised It first to $35
million a year; six weeks ago we announced that that amount had
been increased to $50 million a year, and for the next three
years $150 million will be devoted to Colombo plan expenditure9
by the Dominion of Canada . That is a long step rorward . It
means this, that we believe that this Plan, enabling each o f
the nations to use the aid for the particular purpose of



improving conditions and making possible expansion within that
country - we believe that in this manner we do our part for the
building of that strength and .that unity which must be character-'
istic of the Commonwealth as such .

I know that I have heard during the last few days as
I have been in various parts of the Commonwealth, the question
asked me# "What is behind this? What is it you will get in
returm2" "What purpose has this?" Let me tell you this .
You mentioned our population of some l7 million ; Mr . Prime
Minister . In the'past years we have devoted ourselves under
this Plan to the espenditure of 2 50 million dollars . In .addition
to that, as I sayq we have made further commitments for the next
three years . As for trying to control in any way to interfere
in any way, to bring about any alteration in the Ideas or the
concepts and the objectives of the nations with whom we co-operateg
we have no such intention . There is no reason for us even to
consider the possibility . -13ut we believe that this is something
that we can do whereby we can join with you in our stand, tha t
the first responsibility of each of us is to assure in every
part of the world the raising of standards, the equalization
of opportunityg and the assurance that men everywheré may have
something of the better things of life . That-is the purposeq
that is the aim, that is the reason around which this whol e
.scheme revolves. Freeing trade, removing those things that
interfere with trade, expanding development, making possible
that the nations, parti~nlarly within the Commonwealth, will
be in effect representatives of what democracy 'can achieve
wherein meny free men, exercising their God-given rights to
freedom, may have an assurance that freedom can be achieved
With security and that security can . be maintalne;I under freedom
that's our purposey that's our aim e

One of the great-resolves of the Commonwealth Trade
and Economic Conference was this - a realization that we had a
responsibility to each othere Secondly, there was a realization
in the various parts of the Commonwealth that commodity prices
fall away from time to timet to such a degree as to deny to the
producer a fair and a reasonable return . We believe that those
fluctuations deserve international consideration and out of that
particular Conference came the resolve that commodity prices
should be e=amined, commodity by commodityg in an endeavour to
achieve an internhtional commodity stabilization so that the
economic welfare of those countries which produce in excess of
their need will not be .subject to intermittent fluctuations
which deny a fair return to the producer .

We have the same position'in Canada that you have .
You have it in rubber t you have it in tin ; other parts of the
Commonwealth have it in other commodities . We-have it in wheat .
We have so much wheat in Canada we don't know what to do with
it . As a matter of fact it piles up and while it piles up we
find-.other parts of the world wherein the degree of sustenance
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is below that which it should bee I belong to those who over
the years have strongly adhered to the view that you cannot feed
empty stomachs by the promise of parliamentary government . In
other words, in addition to freedom you inust also assure freedom
from fear and freedom from wantp Those things can only be achieved
through the instrumentality of a co-operative enterprise such a s
I have mentioned .

In addition, out of this Commonwealth Conference came
a decision to establish an Economic Advisory Council whereby
each of us having representatives together will be eble, by
recommendation made by this Advisory Council# by researches
undertaken$ determine -tihat course, recommend what .course should
be carried into effect . Then of course, Mro Prime D4inister,, the
decision as to vhether it will or will not, must neceesaril

y depend upon the political leaders crf the various coumtries. •

These are just a few ideas that I wanted to bring .
before you q something of the concept - a new concept - of the
Commonwealth, a new Commonwealth wherein each of us is dedicated
to the responsibility of realizing and discharging ._those things
that will be beneficial to each and every one of us
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Sir, I came to see and to hearg I came hereg Sir,-
particularly to have the privilege of listening to your vise
and e=perienced counsel which has always been characterized by
infinite courage . I came here for the purpose of li9tening t o
the views of those who know the viewpoint of Asia and in particular
of Southeast Asia, so that on returning to my country I will be
the better able to speak regarding those problems which each o f
us today, because of the shrinking nature of the worldq finds it
necessary to know,necessary to considerg and necessary to determine
upon .

Mr. Prime Minister, there are no words to describe the
feelings that I have for the .warmth, the kindness, and the
hos pitality that has been e=tended .to us . I don't knov wha t
it is - but as I move around this Commonwealth somehow or "other
I feel that we have been able to~„nFhieve that which never before
in history has been atta.ined . It used to be said, it is sometimes
said today that unless you belong to the ,pame race or Unless you

lhave affinities in religion or unless you : inhabit a given area
where you have similar geographic or historical backgrounds, yo u
îhave the beginnings there of strife . We in this Commonwealth
have proven the contrary . Diverse in every way, to bave been
Jable to bring about that feeling of comradeship and brotherood-whi o
11 have felt .everywhere I have,beën . We can see eye to eye ; we have
+e common heritagef we have a common objective • the maintenance ,
Of peace in freedom . Let as march forward together in the future
as we have in the past . We are the senior, you the latest in
this faIIiily of Commonwealth nations . Thank you s Sir * for your

~ message and everything that it has meant to me . May I now on
!behalf of the people of Canada extend to the people of the
JFeder.ation of Valaya all good wishes for posperity * happiness
and above all peace with freedom.
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